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ABSTRACT: A facile ferroelectric nanostructures prepara-
tion method is developed based on the self-assembly of
poly(2-vinylpyridine)-b-poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-trifluoro-
ethylene)-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine) triblock copolymers
(P2VP-b-P(VDF-TrFE)-b-P2VP), and the effect of morpho-
logical characteristics of the block copolymers on the
ferroelectric response has been investigated for the first
time. By simple adjustment of the ratio between the blocks,
lamellar, cylindrical, and spherical morphologies are obtained
in the melt and preserved upon crystallization of P(VDF-
TrFE). However, at high P(VDF-TrFE) content, crystalliza-
tion becomes dominant and drives the self-assembly of block copolymers. The crystallization study of the block copolymers
reveals the preservation of the high degree of crystallinity inside the confined nanodomains as well as the reduction of the
crystalline size and the Curie transition temperature with the confinement level. Only a small difference in the coercive field and
the shape of the hysteresis loop is observed for block copolymers with a lamellar morphology produced either by crystallization-
driven self-assembly or by confinement inside preformed lamellar domains. In contrast, delayed spontaneous polarization or the
absence of dipole switching is demonstrated for the confinement of ferroelectric crystals inside both isolated cylindrical and
spherical domains, exemplifying the influence of dimensionality on the critical size for ferroelectric order.

■ INTRODUCTION

The ever-growing expansion of flexible electronics has led to a
great interest in ferroelectric polymers, especially poly-
(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) and its copolymer with
trifluoroethylene (PVDF-TrFE).1−3 Even though demonstrat-
ing lower spontaneous polarization, dielectric constants, and
piezoelectric coefficients compared to the conventional
ferroelectric ceramics (e.g., BaTiO3 and lead zirconate titanate
(PZT)), their high flexibility, excellent low-temperature
processability, light weight, and biocompatibility make them
perfect candidates for a great variety of applications, including
data storage, energy harvesting, sensing and actuation, field-
effect transistors, and solar cells.4−9 Recently, much research
attention has been dedicated to the fabrication of nano-
structured ferroelectric polymers with the goal of improving
their properties.4,7,10 It has been demonstrated that confine-
ment of a ferroelectric polymer inside nanodomains favors the
formation of the ferroelectric phase and leads to a preferential
orientation of the polymer chains, providing easier dipole
switching.11 So far, confinement is mostly accomplished using
nanoporous alumina or orthosilicate templates and nano-
imprinting.12−14 However, long fabrication times and the
inability of mass production prevent wider use of the template
method for the preparation of ferroelectric nanostructures,
while the still expensive and complicated production of imprint
molds presents the main drawback for the implementation of

nanoimprint lithography. In contrast, self-assembly, whereby
organized nanostructures are formed as a consequence of
specific interactions inside the material with the aim to reduce
the free energy of the system, has arisen as one of the simplest
procedures for polymer nanostructure preparation.15−17

Block copolymers, because of the covalent link between the
blocks as well as their immiscibility, can microphase separate
on a molecular level (10−100 nm), producing different well-
ordered morphologies.18 For AB or ABA block copolymers
with narrow molecular weight distribution, spherical, cylin-
drical, lamellar, and even bicontinuous gyroid structures have
been obtained, while incorporating a third block or increasing
dispersity leads to even richer phase behavior.19,20 Contrary to
the previously mentioned methods for nanostructure prepara-
tion, the nanostructure shape and size can be easily tuned by
changing the ratio between blocks and their molecular
weight.21 Furthermore, the already formed morphologies can
be well aligned over a large area using various methods.22−24

Introduction of a crystalline block can make the phase
separation process more complex due to the competition
between crystallization and microphase separation.25−27 After
melting the crystalline component in the crystalline−
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amorphous block copolymer, phase separation proceeds in the
same way as for amorphous−amorphous block copolymers.
However, after the block copolymer system is cooled below the
crystallization temperature of the semicrystalline block, several
different scenarios can occur, depending on the molecular
structure of the blocks.28 In the case of weakly segregated
block copolymers, or block copolymers with low glass
transition temperature (Tg) of the amorphous block, the
preformed morphology is replaced with crystalline lamellae
consisting of alternating crystalline and amorphous layers
(breakout crystallization).29,30 Conversely, strong phase
separation, together with a high Tg, guides the crystal
formation inside nanodomains, preserving the morphology
formed in the melt (confined crystallization).31

Even though the constant increase of PVDF and P(VDF-
TrFE) applications is observed in many fields, the study of
their block copolymer self-assembly is limited, mainly due to
the lack of synthetic procedures but also to molecular weight
limitations of controlled radical polymerization techniques
employed for the preparation of PVDF-based block copoly-
mers.27,29,30,32,33 No phase separation in the melt and a
lamellar structure, which is a result of crystallization-driven
self-assembly, can be detected in most cases.27,29,34 Recently,
our group has reported the use of the copper(I)-catalyzed
azide−alkyne cycloaddition reaction for the synthesis of the
poly(2-vinylpyridine)-b-PVDF-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine) and
poly(2-vinylpyridine)-b-P(VDF-TrFE)-b-poly(2-vinylpyridine)
block copolymers that demonstrated good phase separation in
the molten state and strong influence of the block copolymer
morphology on the formed crystalline phase of PVDF.35,36

Moreover, it has been proven that the incorporation of the
polar poly(2-vinylpyridine) (P2VP) does not impede the
ferroelectricity inside the P2VP-b-P(VDF-TrFE)-b-P2VP block
copolymer with 30 wt % P2VP. Nevertheless, no detailed study
of the microphase separation of this block copolymer system is
reported, and the understanding of the structure−ferroelectric
response relationship is not yet accomplished.
In the current work, we focus on investigating the self-

assembly behavior of P2VP-b-P(VDF-TrFE)-b-P2VP block
copolymers. With increasing the P(VDF-TrFE) content in the
block copolymers, spherical, hexagonally packed cylindrical
and lamellar structures are obtained in the melt and are
retained after crystallization. However, no ordered morphology
is detected for block copolymers with P(VDF-TrFE) as the
major component. On the contrary, crystallization-driven self-
assembly caused by a low molecular weight of the P2VP block
and consequently weak microphase separation in the melt is
responsible for the formation of an alternating crystalline−
amorphous lamellar phase. Additionally, our work presents for
the first time the study of the influence of morphological
characteristics of block copolymers on the ferroelectric
properties (coercive field, remanent polarization, and max-
imum polarization) of P(VDF-TrFE)-based materials.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. 2-Vinylpyridine (2VP, Sigma-Aldrich, 97%) was dried

overnight over CaH2 and distilled under reduced pressure. 2,2′-
Azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN, Fluka, 98+%) was recrystal-
lized twice from methanol, whereas copper(I) bromide (Sigma-
Aldrich, 98%) was stirred for 1 h in glacial acetic acid and then filtered
and washed with ethanol and diethyl ether before drying under
vacuum. The chain transfer agent, 2-(dodecylthiocarbonothioylthio)-
2-methylpropionic acid 3-azido-1-propanol ester (DDMAT-azide),
was prepared according to the literature procedure.37 The alkyne-

terminated initiator, 4-((trimethylsilyl)ethynyl)benzoyl peroxide, was
prepared following a previous literature method.38 Vinylidene fluoride
(VDF, Synquest Laboratories, 98%), trifluoroethylene (TrFE,
Synquest Laboratories, 98%), oxalyl chloride (Acros, 98%), 4-
((trimethylsilyl)ethynyl)benzoic acid (Sigma-Aldrich), lithium per-
oxide (Li2O2, Acros, 95%), 1,1,4,7,7-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine
(PMDETA, Acros, 99+%), 3-bromo-1-propanol (Acros, 97%),
sodium azide (Sigma-Aldrich, >99.5%), N,N-dimethylformamide
(DMF, Acros Organics, anhydrous, 99.8%), and dichloromethane
(DCM, Acros Organics, anhydrous, ≥99.8%) were used as received.
All other solvents were analytical grade.

Synthesis of Alkyne-Terminated PVDF. 300 mL of 4-
((trimethylsilyl)ethynyl)benzoyl peroxide (0.5 g, 1.15 mmol) solution
in an anhydrous acetonitrile was introduced into a Parr (model 4568)
high-pressure reactor and purged with N2 to completely remove
oxygen from the system. Subsequently, 3.5 bar of TrFE and 18 bar of
VDF were transferred in the reactor, followed by an increase of the
temperature to 90 °C. The reaction was allowed to proceed for 4 h
under constant stirring. The reaction was stopped by fast cooling to
room temperature and depressurization of the reaction mixture to
remove unreacted monomers. The solvent was removed in vacuo, and
the obtained solid was precipitated from DMF in MeOH:water (1:1)
and washed twice with methanol and multiple times with chloroform
to remove the initiator residues. The polymer was finally dried in
vacuo at 45 °C to obtain light-yellow product. Note: higher molecular
weight P(VDF-TrFE) used for block copolymers’ synthesis with
crystallization-driven self-assembly and lamellar morphology for D−E
loop measurement was prepared by reducing the amount of the
initiator (0.1 g, 0.23 mmol) (Mn = 22.5 kg mol−1, Đ = 1.45, 30 mol %
TrFE), whereas the pristine P(VDF-TrFE) used for ferroelectric
measurement was synthesized using 0.05 g of the initiator (Mn = 28.1
kg mol−1, Đ = 1.45, 30 mol % TrFE).

To a solution of (TMS-alkyne)-terminated P(VDF-TrFE) (2 g,
0.16 mmol) in 200 mL of a mixture acetonitrile:water (19:1), a slight
excess of DBU (49.8 μL, 0.33 mmol) was added. The reaction
mixture was allowed to stir for 2 h at 60 °C. Subsequently, the
solvents were removed under vacuum, and the polymer was
precipitated from DMF in a mixture of MeOH:water (1:1). The
collected polymer was washed with MeOH and DCM and dried in
vacuo at room temperature to yield a light-brown polymer.

Synthesis of Alkyne-Terminated P2VP. The monomer 2-
vinylpyridine (5 mL, 84 mmol), chain transfer agent (DDMAT-azide)
and AIBN were dissolved in anhydrous DMF and placed in a predried
Schlenk tube. The reaction mixture was degassed via at least three
freeze−pump−thaw cycles and placed in an oil bath at 70 °C. After
reaction completion, DMF was removed and the THF solution was
precipitated in a large excess of n-hexane. The precipitation procedure
was repeated two times to fully remove unreacted species. The
obtained light orange powder was dried under vacuum at room
temperature for 1 day. The reaction conditions and the molecular
characteristics of prepared polymers are listed in Table S1.

Synthesis of Block Copolymers. The alkyne-terminated
P(VDF-TrFE) (300 mg, 0.029 mmol) and 1.3 mol equiv of P2VP
to end groups of P(VDF-TrFE) were added into dried Schlenk tube.
Subsequently, copper(I) bromide (4 equiv) was introduced, followed
by the degassing of Schlenk tube. Polymers and metal catalyst were
dissolved in 4 mL of anhydrous DMF, and 30 μL of PMDETA was
added. The reaction was stirred for 4 days at 60 °C and afterward
terminated. The reaction mixture was filtered twice using a neutral
alumina column to remove the copper catalyst. The solution was
concentrated and precipitated from THF in a 20-fold excess of
hexane. The unreacted P2VP was removed by washing with methanol,
and the final off-white product with typical yields of ca. 200−300 mg
was obtained after precipitation of purified product from THF in
hexane and subsequent drying at 45 °C.

Polymer Film Preparation. The polymers were dissolved in 4
mL of DMF (∼10 mg/mL) and after passing through a 0.45 μm
PTFE filter casted in an aluminum pan (ϕ 3 cm) at 45 °C. The
obtained films were heated to 170 °C and kept isothermal for a few
minutes to induce microphase separation. After fast cooling under
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ambient air, ∼20 μm thick free-standing films were obtained using the
water lift-off method. All samples were dried overnight under vacuum
at 60 °C.
Characterization. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H

NMR) spectra were recorded on a 400 MHz Varian (VXR)
spectrometer at room temperature. The molecular weights and
dispersity of P(VDF-TrFE) and its block copolymers were measured
by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) using THF as an eluent
and triple detection, consisting of a Viscotek RALLS detector, a
Viscotek viscometer model H502, and a Schambeck RI2012 refractive
index detector. The separation was performed by utilizing two PLgel 5
μm MIXED-C, 300 mm columns from Agilent Technologies at 35 °C
calibrated with narrow disperse polystyrene standards (Agilent
Technologies and Polymer Laboratories). A predetermined refractive
index (dn/dc) of 0.167 mL g−1 was used for calculation of the
molecular weight of P2VP. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
thermograms were recorded on a TA Instruments DSC Q1000 by
heating the sample to 170 °C and subsequently cooling to room
temperature at 10 °C min−1. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and
wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS) measurements were performed
at the Dutch-Belgium Beamline (DUBBLE) station BM26B of the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble,
France, strongly optimized for polymers.39−41 SAXS images were
recorded using a Pilatus 1M detector located 3.5 m away from the
sample, while a Pilatus 300 KW dectector located 28 cm away from
the sample was used for WAXS. The scattering 2θ angle scale was
calibrated using the position of diffraction rings from a known silver

behenate standard sample. The scattering intensity curves are
reported as a function of the modules of the scattering vector q,
defined as q = 4π/λ(sin θ) with 2θ being the scattering angle and λ
the wavelength of the X-rays (0.97 Å). Some of the X-ray
measurements were also conducted at the MINA beamline in
Groningen on a diffractometer equipped with Cu rotating anode (λ =
1.5413 Å). The sample-to-detector distance at MINA was 3 m, and
the SAXS images were collected using a Bruker Vantec2000 detector.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed on a
Philips CM12 transmission electron microscope operating at an
accelerating voltage of 120 kV. A piece of the block copolymer film
was embedded in epoxy resin and microtomed using a Leica Ultracut
UCT-ultramicrotome to prepare ultrathin sections (ca. 80 nm). No
additional staining of the samples was performed.

Hysteresis Loop Measurements. The D−E hysteresis measure-
ments were performed using a state-of-the-art ferroelectric−piezo-
electric tester aixACCT equipped with a Piezo Sample Holder Unit
with a high-voltage amplifier (0−10 kV). An ac electric field with a
triangular waveform at a frequency of 10 Hz was applied over polymer
films immersed in silicon oil. The field was gradually increased up to
250 MV m−1. 100 nm thick gold electrodes (ca. 3.14 mm2) with 5 nm
chromium adhesion layer were evaporated onto both sides.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A facile approach for the synthesis of P2VP-b-P(VDF-TrFE)-b-
P2VP triblock copolymers that combines free radical
copolymerization of VDF and TrFE and reversible addition−

Figure 1. (a) Schematic representation of the synthesis of P(VDF-TrFE)-based block copolymers using CuAAc click coupling of alkyne-terminated
P(VDF-TrFE) and azide-terminated P2VP. (b) Enlarged 1H NMR spectra demonstrate the disappearance of the terminal alkyne signal d and shift
of phenyl protons next to alkyne group to higher ppm values (peak b). The broad signal around 5.5 ppm corresponds to the TrFE units of P(VDF-
TrFE). (c) GPC of P(VDF-TrFE) and the corresponding block copolymer indicate the successful preparation of block copolymers free of
homopolymer contaminations.
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fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization of 2VP
and their subsequent combination via click reaction is
introduced here (Figure 1). The free radical copolymerization
of VDF and TrFE monomers is conducted using 4-
((trimethylsilyl)ethynyl)benzoyl peroxide as an initiator in
acetonitrile at 90 °C.38 Because the radical polymerization of
fluorinated monomers occurs exclusively through the combi-
nation of radicals,42 and chain transfer reactions to acetonitrile
are negligible, the alkyne functional groups of the initiator are
almost exclusively incorporated at both chain ends of the
copolymer. The protecting trimethylsilyl (TMS) groups are
quantitatively removed with DBU in an acetonitrile:water
(19:1) mixture (Figure S1). The molar content of TrFE units
inside the copolymer, determined via 1H NMR spectroscopy,
is 25%, while the number-average molecular weight and
dispersity index calculated from gel permeation chromatog-
raphy (GPC) are 10500 g mol−1 and 1.51, respectively. Azide-
terminated P2VP is produced via RAFT using a functionalized
chain transfer agent (DDMAT-azide). P2VP is a desirable
amorphous block, not only because of its glass transition
temperature that is high enough to prevent breakout
crystallization from an ordered melt but also due to its
hydrogen bonding potential, allowing the possibility to
selectively incorporate various nanoobjects and functional
molecules inside block copolymers.43,44 To prepare block
copolymers with different ratios between the blocks, several
different azide-terminated P2VPs are synthesized by changing
the reaction times and the chain transfer agent to monomer
ratio (Table S1).
Block copolymers are synthesized using copper(I)-catalyzed

azide−alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAc) reaction of telechelic
P(VDF-TrFE) and P2VP in the presence of a copper(I)
bromide−N,N,N′N″,N′′-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine
(PMDETA) complex at 60 °C. To ensure the complete
conversion of P(VDF-TrFE) alkyne end-groups, P2VP is
added in excess (1.3 equiv). The excess of P2VP is
subsequently washed away with methanol, a selective solvent
for P2VP. The completion of the reaction and the successful
preparation of block copolymers are determined using 1H
NMR spectroscopy by the disappearance of the signal from
terminal alkyne protons and a shift of the signal corresponding
to the phenyl protons next to the alkyne group. Additionally, a
clear change of the GPC signal toward a lower retention
volume is observed after the click reaction and P2VP removal.
Importantly, no additional signals of the homopolymers are
detectable, which confirms the successful synthesis of pure
block copolymers. Four different block copolymers, titled
BCP1, BCP2, BCP3, and BCP4, with different P(VDF-TrFE)
content are synthesized, and their molecular characteristics are
listed in Table 1. The P(VDF-TrFE) content decreases going
from BCP1 to BCP4.
Block copolymer films are prepared using solvent casting

from DMF, followed by thermal annealing at 170 °C for a few
minutes and cooling to ambient temperature to induce
crystallization of P(VDF-TrFE). Short annealing times are
found to be enough to reach the equilibrium structure,
probably due to the low molecular weight and high mobility of
the block copolymer melt. The phase behavior of block
copolymer samples is investigated using small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) in the melt and at room temperature and
also using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) as
complementary technique, after crystallization of P(VDF-
TrFE).39,40 At high P(VDF-TrFE) content (BCP1), a

disordered melt structure is observed, mainly due to the low
molecular weight of the block copolymer and hence a low χN
value. The SAXS scattering profile at 170 °C is characterized
by a single broad peak, arising from a correlation hole effect
formed due to concentration fluctuations in the melt (Figure
2a).45 However, upon crystallization, a new scattering peak
appears with maximum located at lower scattering angles q* =
0.21 nm−1, indicating that the P(VDF-TrFE) crystallization
drives the formation of an alternating P(VDF-TrFE)
crystalline-(P(VDF-TrFE) + P2VP) amorphous lamellar
structure. The lack of high order peaks suggests short-range
ordering of the structure as confirmed also by TEM (Figure
3a). Similar behavior was already observed in the P2VP-b-
PVDF-b-P2VP and PLLA-b-PVDF-b-PLLA and many other
crystalline−amorphous block copolymer systems with a
crystalline block as the major component.15,29,35,46

In contrast to the BCP1, the block copolymers with higher
content of P2VP demonstrate a good phase separation in the
molten state. The SAXS profile of BCP2 reveals a clear lamellar
morphology in the melt, distinguished by two strong signals
with a ratio 1q*:2q* where the main peak centered around q*
= 0.29 nm−1 corresponds to the lamellar spacing d = 2π/q* =
21.5 nm (Figure 2b). Upon cooling, crystallization of P(VDF-
TrFE) is confined inside the lamellar domains formed in the
melt as a result of the self-assembly of block copolymers. The
TEM image of the block copolymer after crystallization
(Figure 3b), together with no significant changes in the
SAXS profile (Figure 3c), supports the existence of lamellar
microdomains and crystallization confinement. Moreover, the
lamellar domain spacing measured by TEM is similar to the
value obtained from SAXS. It is also important to note that the
contrast between the phases in TEM images is a consequence
of the density difference between crystalline and amorphous
blocks. Therefore, dark layers correspond to the crystalline
P(VDF-TrFE), while P2VP layers appear lighter in the TEM
images.
When the volume fraction of the P2VP is increased to 0.58,

the SAXS profile of the BCP3 in the melt shows a main
scattering peak at q* = 0.24 nm−1 and a number of higher
order reflections with position of √3q* and √4q* character-
istic for hexagonally packed P(VDF-TrFE) cylinders (dcyl ≈ 19
nm) inside the P2VP matrix (Figure 2c). As expected, the
cylindrical structure is retained after cooling and confined

Table 1. Characteristics of the Polymers Used for Self-
Assembly Study

polymer name
Mn

(kg mol−1) Đ
f P(VDF‑TrFE

c

(wt %)
ΦP(VDF‑TrFE

c

(vol %)

P(VDF-TrFE) 10.5a 1.51 100 100
BCP1 11.6b 1.83 90.5 85
BCP2 15.3b 1.79 69 57
BCP3 19.1b 1.81 55 42
BCP4 27.6b 1.63 38 27
P(VDF-TrFE)a 28.1a 1.45 100 100
BCP1a 25.0b 1.85 90.5 85
BCP2a 32.8b 1.80 70 58

aDetermined using GPC. bMolecular weight calculated from Mn,GPC
values of P(VDF-TrFE) taking into account the ratio between the
blocks calculated using 1H NMR. cWeight fraction of P(VDF-TrFE)
determined using 1H NMR as described in the Supporting
Information. dThe volume fractions were calculated using the weight
fractions and the density of P2VP (1.14 g cm−3) and P(VDF-TrFE)
(1.88 g cm−3).
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crystallization of P(VDF-TrFE). The information about the
morphology obtained with SAXS is consistent with the TEM
image of the block copolymer, which shows both parallelly and
perpendicularly oriented cylindrical domains (Figure 3c). The
cylindrical morphology is for the first time observed for PVDF-
based block copolymers. In a similar system, P2VP-b-PVDF-b-
P2VP, no cylindrical structure is detected at the same
molecular weights and the same ratio of the blocks.36 The
probable reason for this dissimilarity lays in the fact that
incorporation of the TrFE inside the block copolymer
increases the fluorine content in the polymer backbone,
causing stronger immiscibility of the two blocks and thus
increased segregation strength.
Finally, we examine the morphological features of BCP4

with only 27 vol % P(VDF-TrFE). The SAXS profile at 170 °C
shows only one strong scattering peak at q* = 0.20 nm−1

together with a second weak oscillation (Figure 2d). Again, the
shape of the SAXS profile is preserved upon the confined
crystallization of P(VDF-TrFE). TEM shows the existence of
disordered spherically shaped micellar morphology, where
P(VDF-TrFE) crystalline micelles are embedded inside the
amorphous P2VP matrix (Figure 3d). Similarly disordered
micellar structures are found in various sphere-forming
semicrystalline block copolymers.15,47

The composition at which the order−order (LAM-CYL and
CYL-SPH) phase boundaries are observed is somewhat shifted
compared to the symmetric phase diagram. Bearing in mind
that the dispersity of the middle P(VDF-TrFE) block is
relatively high (Đ = 1.51), such a difference may be attributed

Figure 2. (a) SAXS profile for BCP1 collected at 170 °C and at room temperature showing the formation of a disordered melt and a crystallization-
driven self-assembly upon cooling to room temperature. Unlike this block copolymer, in BCP2, BCP3, and BCP4 crystallization is confined inside
(b) lamellar, (c) cylindrical, and (d) spherical nanodomains, respectively.

Figure 3. TEM micrographs of block copolymers indicating (a)
crystallization induced lamellar structure, (b) lamellar, (c) cylindrical,
and (d) disordered spherical structure obtained after a crystallization
inside the domains formed via self-assembly of the block copolymers
in the melt. All samples were annealed for 5 min in the melt and
cooled using ambient air. The scale bars correspond to 100 nm.
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to the effect of dispersity on self-assembly. It has been recently
observed that a lamellar composition window in ABA block
copolymers with a disperse B block is shifted to higher volume
fractions of the B block compared to monodisperse analogues,
favoring the formation of a morphology with larger interfacial
curvature.20,48

The crystallization mechanism inside block copolymers and
the influence of the self-assembled morphology on the crystal
formation are evaluated using differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC). Samples annealed at 170 °C for 5 min are cooled at a
rate of 10 °C min−1, and the respective cooling scans are given
in Figure 4. The DSC thermogram of pure P(VDF-TrFE)

displays two exothermic signals: a crystallization peak at Tc =
105 °C and a second peak corresponding to a paraelectric−
ferroelectric Curie transition at TCurie = 63 °C. No significant
change in the crystallization temperature compared to P(VDF-
TrFE) is observed for BCP1, BCP2, and BCP3, whereas BCP4
with a spherical morphology demonstrates a considerable drop
in the crystallization temperature (ΔT = 34 °C). This indicates
that different mechanisms are responsible for the formation of
crystals in lamellar and cylindrical block copolymers compared
to the crystallization inside spherical nanodomains. Impurities
present in BCP1, BCP2, and BCP3 act as crystallization nuclei
that promote heterogeneous nucleation characterized by no
significant undercooling and long-range crystal growth. In
contrast, small isolated spherical domains largely exceed the
number of impurities, which leads to a homogeneous
nucleation of the crystals and to a serious drop of the
crystallization temperature.25,28,47

Besides crystallization, the paraelectric−ferroelectric phase
transition, accompanied by conformational changes inside the
crystals, shows clear dependency on the type of the block
copolymer morphology. While BCP1 does not show a
significant change in the Curie temperature compared to the
P(VDF-TrFE) homopolymer, a strong reduction is demon-
strated for the block copolymers BCP2 and BCP3, where
confined crystallization takes place inside lamellar or cylindrical
domains. A much lower Curie temperature has already been
demonstrated for ultrathin Langmuir−Blodgett P(VDF-TrFE)
films and in nanowires formed inside of 15 nm diameter pores
of an aluminum oxide membrane.50,51 In both cases the

reduction of the Curie temperature has been ascribed to the
polymer in contact with surface layers. The decrease of the
Curie temperature can additionally be the consequence of the
confinement effect related to domain size reduction. The drop
of the Curie transition is also followed by a decrease in the
phase transition enthalpy values. This reduction cannot just be
explained by dilution effects of P2VP, but it is mainly due to
the reduction of the domain size caused by the confinement of
the crystallization inside nanodomains. It is worth noting that a
stronger reduction of the Curie temperature and enthalpy of
this phase transition are detected for the cylindrical
morphology, probably due to a stronger spatial confinement
and a larger contact surface with the P2VP. Interestingly, an
immediate crystallization into the ferroelectric phase directly
from the melt is demonstrated for BCP4 having a spherical
morphology, where no Curie transition is observed. This is
furthermore confirmed by using temperature-resolved wide-
angle X-ray scattering (WAXS), where no peak characteristic
for the paraelectric phase is observed during crystallization
(Figure S2). Similar findings have been reported for a P2VP-b-
PVDF-b-P2VP block copolymer, where confined crystallization
inside spherical domains leads to the crystallization of PVDF
into the ferroelectric β-phase, which has been associated with
the fact that maximum of the crystallization rate for β-phase
coincides with the reduced crystallization temperature caused
by the homogeneous nucleation.36

The preservation of the P(VDF-TrFE) crystalline structure
in the ferroelectric phase is of crucial importance for the
application of these block copolymers in devices. Therefore,
the crystalline nature of the block copolymers is further
confirmed by WAXS. In all samples, the scattering peak at q =
14.1 nm−1 corresponds to the reflections in the (110) and
(200) planes of the P(VDF-TrFE) low-temperature ferro-
electric phase (LTFE) with all-trans conformation (Figure 5).3

Compared to polymers in which the crystallization occurs via
heterogeneous nucleation mechanism, a large amorphous halo
of the P2VP block and a less pronounced crystalline peak
appear for the block copolymer with spherical morphology.
This is not surprising since the crystallization is confined in all
three dimensions. This is in contrast to the lamellar and

Figure 4. DSC cooling curves for pristine P(VDF-TrFE) and its block
copolymers indicating strong influence of the morphology on the
crystallization mechanism and degree of crystallinity.

Figure 5. WAXS profiles for (PVDF-TrFE) and its block copolymers
at room temperature. The (110/220) peak corresponds to a low-
temperature ferroelectric phase and is present in all block copolymers.
All block copolymers show preservation of the ferroelectric crystalline
phase with high crystallinity.
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cylindrical morphologies where the fast crystal propagation is
possible in at least one dimension. The degree of crystallinity
(χc) of P(VDF-TrFE) inside block copolymers is calculated
from the enthalpy of crystallization, and the values are listed in
Table 2. Because ferroelectric properties of a material are

dependent on the overall crystallinity and not the crystallinity
with respect to the ferroelectric component only, the addition
of P2VP side chains leads to a decrease of crystallinity due to
the dilution of crystals with an amorphous component.
However, if we consider the dilution effect of the P2VP, no
drastic change of the crystallinity compared to the parent
P(VDF-TrFE) is observed for all samples except the BCP4,
demonstrating that the introduction of P2VP and its phase
separation from P(VDF-TrFE) in lamellar or cylindrical
morphology do not impede the crystallization of P(VDF-
TrFE). In contrast to this, in some other block copolymer
systems considerable disruption of the crystallization is
observed after confinement inside nanodomains.47 However,
as already demonstrated by WAXS, constrained crystallization
inside spherical domains (BCP4) leads to a significant
reduction in crystallinity compared to the parent P(VDF-
TrFE).
Ferroelectric properties of the block copolymers are

examined in detail by D−E loop measurements where a
bipolar triangular waveform is applied at a frequency of 10 Hz
up to an electric field of 250 MV m−1. The molecular weight of
pristine P(VDF-TrFE) and BCP1 was not high enough to
provide good film formation and satisfying breakdown
strength. Thus, new polymers, P(VDF-TrFE)a and BCP1a,
with higher molecular weights but identical molecular and
morphological characteristics were synthesized (Figure S3).
Moreover, since a mismatch exists between the thickness of the
lamellar layer in BCP2 and the diameter of cylinders in BCP3,
we prepared a new block copolymer, BCP2a, with lamellar
morphology and the lamella thickness corresponding to the
diameter of the cylinders in BCP3. Figure 6 demonstrates a
strong effect of the amorphous P2VP content and the
morphology type on the ferroelectric response of the block
copolymers. The switching of the dipoles, demonstrated by a
peak appearance on the current−electric field (I−E) diagram
and the rectangular shape of the hysteresis loop, is observed for
the pristine polymer and block copolymers BCP1a and BCP2a.

Additionally, a slight decrease in the coercive field for BCP1a
and an increase for BCP2a are obtained compared to the
pristine P(VDF-TrFE). Note that the maximum and remanent
polarization for all samples show a decrease with respect to
P(VDF-TrFE) due to the incorporation of the nonferroelectric
amorphous P2VP with a dielectric constant lower than
amorphous P(VDF-TrFE).
The dipole flipping inside ferroelectric materials containing

an additional nonferroelectric component is mostly affected by
the distribution of the electric field inside material, the size of
the ferroelectric domains, and coupling forces between
them.52−55 Incorporation of the lower dielectric constant
P2VP results in an uneven distribution of electric fields inside
the nanodomains. Consequently, the crystalline (PVDF-TrFE)
domains in all block copolymers sense a lower nominal electric
field than applied, and therefore the dipole alignment and
chain rotation should take place at higher fields compared to
the pristine P(VDF-TrFE).56 Nevertheless, the addition of an
amorphous component reduces the number of adjacent
ferroelectric domains and increases the distance between
them, which results in a reduction of the coupling forces and
an easier switching of the crystalline dipoles. Therefore, the
values of the coercive field, associated with the energy required
for the dipole reversal, are caused by these two effects which
have opposite action directions. In BCP1 the amount of
amorphous relatively polar P2VP is too small to cause a drastic
change in the dielectric constant of the amorphous phase or a
large discrepancy between the local and the applied electric
field. This, together with a weakened coupling influenced by
the incorporation of insulating segments, is the main cause for
the modest reduction of the coercive field compared to the
neat P(VDF-TrFE). The same reasoning stands behind the
slightly elevated coercive field for BCP2, where a stronger
reduction of the local electric field in crystalline lamellae shifts
the coercive field to higher values.
In contrast to block copolymers with a lamellar morphology

produced by either crystallization-driven self-assembly or
confined crystallization from the phase separated melt, block
copolymers BCP3 and BCP4 with P(VDF-TrFE) crystals
formed inside cylindrical and spherical domains did not
demonstrate dipole switching up to 250 M m−1 at a frequency
of 10 Hz (Figure 6). However, the reduction of the frequency
to 1 Hz, granting more time for dipoles to align, allows the
dipole switching and loop opening for BCP3 at a field as high
as 250 MV m−1 (Figure S4). It is important to note that the
block copolymers BCP3 and BCP4 with P2VP as major
component display considerable conductive losses probably
related to the copper ion impurities not completely removed
after the synthesis mostly present in P2VP phase.57 A strong
delay of the loop opening for BCP3 or unobservable
ferroelectricity for BCP4 cannot be explained exclusively by
the reduction of the dielectric constant of the amorphous
phase and uneven distribution of the electric field between
phases. As already deduced after comparing the values of Curie
transition and enthalpy values for this phase transition, the
crystalline domain size inside cylinders is reduced compared to
the block copolymer with lamellar morphology. Additionally,
decreased chain mobility is demonstrated for the crystalline
phase inside cylindrical domains due to substantial surface
effects of the P2VP. When the crystal size is small, the coupling
among ferroelectric domains is weak, and thus a high field is
necessary to induce the growth of ferroelectric domains to a
size where dipoles will stay aligned after the removal of the

Table 2. Crystallization Properties of P(VDF-TrFE) and Its
Block Copolymers

polymer
name

Tc
a

(°C)
TCurie

a

(°C)
ΔHc
(J g−1)

ΔHCurie
(J g−1)

Χc
b

(%)
Χc
c

(%)

P(VDF-
TrFE)

105 63 16.8 8.0 40.0 40.0

BCP1 105 62 13.9 6.7 33.1 36.5
BCP2 103 54 11.5 2.9 27.4 39.7
BCP3 103 51 8.0 0.8 19.1 34.7
BCP4 71 n.a. 6.5 n.a. 7.4 19.5
aDetermined from DSC thermograms. bOverall crystallinity calcu-
lated using the following equation: Χc = (ΔHc/ΔH100) × 100%. ΔHc
was determined based on DSC thermograms. ΔH100 = 42 J g−1 for
crystallization in the paraelectric phase.49 The heat of fusion for
crystallization in the ferroelectric phase, such as in the case of BCP4,
is unknown. However, the assumed value is 2.1 times higher than that
for a paraelectric phase as observed for pure PVDF.36 cTrue
crystallinity values after normalization to the P(VDF-TrFE) weight
percentage.
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field. In addition, the reduced mobility of polymer chains
increases the energy needed for the chain rotation, and
therefore dipole switching is delayed compared to the lamellar
block copolymer. It is expected that the confinement of
P(VDF-TrFE) inside spherical domains shifts the dipole
flipping to even higher fields or that the ferroelectric behavior
of this block copolymer will be completely absent since the
growth of ferroelectric domains is spatially restricted in small
isolated nanodomains, which is not the case for samples with
one- or two-dimensional confinement. Unfortunately, this
remains hypothetical since the molecular weight and break-
down strength of BCP4 are not sufficient enough to reach the

electric fields of interest. Nevertheless, the reduced cooperative
ferroelectricity caused by confining the crystallization inside
cylindrical or spherical domains of block copolymers, although
not valuable for memory storage applications, is of potential for
electrical energy storage where no or delayed polarization
saturation and low ferroelectric losses are highly desired.58,59

■ CONCLUSION

In summary, we developed a simple method for preparing
ferroelectric nanostructures by confining crystallization inside
nanodomains produced by the self-assembly of P2VP-b-
P(VDF-TrFE)-b-P2VP block copolymers. Different morphol-

Figure 6. Structure−ferroelectric response relationship of the block copolymers. Ferroelectric properties of block copolymers are examined by D−E
and I−E measurements using a bipolar triangular waveform 10 Hz at an electric field around 250 MV m−1.
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ogies, such as lamellar, hexagonally packed cylinders, and
spherical, are easily achieved by simply changing the ratio
between blocks. The type of morphology influences the overall
crystallinity and crystalline domain size. While the crystal-
lization temperature and the degree of crystallinity for the
lamellar and cylindrical block copolymers are not significantly
altered by the confinement, the significant drop of the
crystallization temperature and crystallinity are observed for
block copolymers with spherical structure due to homoge-
neous nucleation inside isolated spherical domains. In addition,
with increasing the confinement level, the crystalline domains
reduce in size, seriously influencing the ferroelectric response
of the block copolymers. The dipole flipping inside the block
copolymers is shown to be affected by the size of the
ferroelectric domains and coupling forces between them and
the distribution of the nominal electric field inside material.
Samples with lamellar morphology, obtained either from the
crystallization-driven self-assembly or after confinement in
lamellar morphology obtained in the melt, demonstrate
ferroelectric switching at fields similar to the pristine P(VDF-
TrFE), whereas delayed polarization saturation or linear
dielectric behavior is demonstrated for block copolymers
with isolated cylindrical and spherical nanostructures. This
work offers a promising way for preparing P(VDF-TrFE)
nanostructures and, additionally, for tuning their response to
an electric field.
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